SEQUENCE ONE: EXTRACTION  (Sample Student interaction)

SEQUENCE TWO: EXPANSION

SEQUENCE THREE: RELATIONAL
SEQUENCE ONE: EXTRACTION

1. Kyle
2. Kyle Pablo
3. Kyle Pablo Mark
4. Class
5. Pablo

FINAL PRODUCT

micro-collage

SEQUENCE TWO: EXPANSION

6. Kwan
7. Naveem
8. Kyle

object

SEQUENCE THREE: RELATIONAL

9. Naveem+Kyle
10. Class
11. Kwan/Naveem
12. Kwan
13. Naveem

collage
SEQUENCE ONE: EXTRACTION

1. Kyle
2. Kyle Pablo
3. Kyle Pablo
4. Naveem
5. Class
6. Pablo

SEQUENCE TWO: EXPANSION

6. Text-text-text
7. Kwan
8. Naveem
9. Kyle

SEQUENCE THREE: RELATIONAL

9. Naveem+Kyle
10. Class
11. Kwan/Naveem
12. Kwan

FINAL PRODUCT